TRI-GATE TWO DEPARTURE

DALLAS-FORT WORTH INTL (DFW)

DEPARTURE ROUTE DESCRIPTION

NOTE: Radar required.
NOTE: For non-turbojet aircraft only.

TAKEOFF MINIMUMS
Rwy 35R: NA-ATC.

NOTE: Chart not to scale.

TAKEOFF RUNWAYS 13L/R, 17C/L/R, 18L/R: Climb on heading 130° for RADAR vectors to appropriate fix, thence . . . .
TAKEOFF RUNWAYS 31L/R, 35C/L, 36L/R: Climb on heading 030° for RADAR vectors to appropriate fix, thence . . . .

. . . . maintain 2000 or as assigned by ATC, expect filed altitude 10 minutes after departure.